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in his third outing, debutante director neeraj udhwani (jhow, saving vibhav) has come up with a breezy comedy that's worth a watch. mere dad ki maruti is essentially about a dad-son love-hate relationship. the two are at loggerheads since the son, hari, is a free-spirited maverick. he loves to spend
money while his dad wants him to settle down and get married. even though hari's parents have divorced, he's tied to his father. when hari's dad buys a new car and offers it as a wedding gift, it disappears from the showroom. now that the cops are involved, can hari save his dad and recover the
car from the crooks? let's go see! the three writers of this screenplay-- neeraj udhwani, pooja desai and ashima chibber-- have tried to create the right kind of pathos and humor in the narrative. the so-called big baddie is a guy named bhai who's playing around with other people's emotions. the
story is fast paced and the dialogue has a quick-cut quality to it. in fact, the movie is not only fast paced but is also fun to watch at times. it's a perfect example of a film that doesn't take itself seriously and is all about entertainment. mere dad ki maruti is the third movie in the y-films franchise.

previously, it had a rather unconventional narrative. this time around, the filmmakers have tried to make the plot work with a larger-than-life visual look. the result is a film that's a feast for the eyes. the story is fast paced. the dialogue is witty. the characters are endearing. the setting is scenic. you
get to see the entire gamut of north india in this movie. this is a big plus point. the movie is a treat for audiences from the northern region of the country.
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in mere dad ki maruti, sajid khan, whose mere dad ki maruti was a runaway hit, tries to explore his father-son relationship, which is a story based on the age-old adage 'don't judge a book by its cover'. his attempt to find meaning in his relationship is the focus of this sweet comedy, which also tries
to explore the dark side of human nature.saqib saleem, who was a revelation in mujhse fraaandhsip karoge, is in charge of the comedy, and seems to have taken to heart what he learnt from his previous directorial. to begin with, he's a lot more coltish. he's loud and brash, and there's a spontaneity

about his performance. this is certainly a more nuanced, nuanced performance than what he delivered in mujhse fraaandhsip karoge, but it's always been a treat to watch him act. the comedy is loaded with a lot of punjabi humour. saleem's timing as always is impeccable. kapoor, known for his
lighter roles, is perfect as the irascible dad, who makes sure his son is taught a lesson. there's a lot of nice cameos, including juhi chawla, sonali bendre, anupam kher and many others. both jaideep ahlawat and ashmit patel, the directors of mujhse fraaandhsip karoge, are back to helm this one.

with a smart script and a lively cast, mere dad ki maruti should be a must watch. for the first half-hour of mere dad ki maruti, you'd think the makers of the film have taken a cue from the hugely popular film imtiaz, which is about a woman from a small town who heads to a big city. that is until you
realise that imtiaz was about an ass-kicking lady and mere dad ki maruti is about a rather sassy son. the film then begins to explore the relationship between sameer and his dad. there's a healthy dose of comic relief, as sameer tries to explain his relationship with his dad to jasleen. the film takes

on the classic theme of 'don't judge a book by its cover'. the story and dialogues are sharp and witty. 5ec8ef588b
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